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Abstract
We present techniques for modeling Variational Hermite Radial Basis Function (VHRBF) Implicits using a set of sketch-based interface and modeling (SBIM) operators. VHRBF Implicits is a simple and compact representation well suited for SBIM. It provides quality reconstructions, preserving the intended shape from a coarse and non-uniform number of point-normal samples extracted directly from the input strokes. In addition, it has a number of desirable properties such as parameter-free modeling, invariance under geometric similarities on the input strokes, suitable estimation of differential quantities, good behavior near close sheets, and both linear fitting and reproduction. Our approach uses these properties of VHRBF Implicits to quickly and robustly generate the overall shape of 3D models. We present examples of implicit models obtained from a set of SBIM language operators for contouring, cross-editing, kneading, oversketching and merging.

1. Introduction
An important class of sketch-based interface and modeling (SBIM) systems is known as constructive SBIM systems, which directly map a set of 2D sketched input strokes to a 3D model without any previous knowledge about the model’s geometry or its topology [OSSJ09]. Constructive SBIM systems can be categorized by the two fundamental types of geometry being reconstructed: linear (i.e. lines, planes and polyhedra) or free-form. The former is typically oriented towards CAD and architecture applications [ZHH96, JSC03], whereas the latter is used in applications requiring modeling of more organic, natural structures [IMt99, SWSJ05].

One important goal and challenge of constructive SBIM systems is to preserve the original modeling intent expressed by the user’s 2D input sketch (i.e. “What You Sketch Is What You Get”). These systems aim to provide robust mechanisms to efficiently and effectively interpret the user’s input strokes and map them to quality representations of both the geometry and topology of the intended 3D object. This is particularly important during the initial stages of conceptual, free-form prototype modeling, where the main goal is to construct the overall shape of the object for later refinement and augmentation.

Different representation structures have been proposed for free-from SBIM constructive systems, including triangle meshes [IMt99, KH06, CS07, NISA07], parametric [CSSJ05] and implicit surfaces [KHR02, AJ03, AGB04, SWSJ05, TZF04, BPCL08]. In particular, prototype free-form SBIM systems can benefit from using implicit surfaces, since they provide a compact, flexible and mathematically precise representation.

In this paper, we introduce a representation for implicit surfaces and show how it can be used to support a collection of free-form modeling operations. The main contributions of this work are: (1) an energy-minimizing Hermite interpolation scheme for sketch-based modeling (SBM) of free-form surfaces, and (2) a collection of SBM operators inspired by traditional illustration techniques to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed representation.

Figure 1: Modeling a rhinoceros head with our system: the user interactively sketches construction curves over a silhouette image, resulting in a stippled implicit model.
2. Related work

Previous and related works concerning the SBM method proposed in this paper encompass the following areas: interactive modeling and visualization of implicit surfaces; sketch based interfaces; and surface reconstruction techniques from points and normals.

Early approaches for providing interactive implicit modeling and visualization involved creating a separate polygonization for each model primitive [DTG96]. Further work explored level-of-detail (LOD) implicit surface representations [BW90,BGA04], as well as the use of particle systems for both surface editing and rendering. Some of the main references along this line of research include [WH94,HBJF02,AJS07]. Other modeling techniques resort to a volumetric representation of implicit surfaces, such as the ones based on discrete volume datasets [ONNI03], adaptive distance fields [FCG00,PF01], and more recently using level set methods [MBWB02]. A different approach is based on interactively functional composed models [BMD02]. Finally, we should mention the pioneering work in variational implicit surface modeling proposed by Turk and O’Brien [TO99].

Regarding sketch-based interfaces, implicit-based SBIM systems have contribute lately to provide effective and efficient modeling and visualization for implicit. Major efforts in this direction target adapting variational implicit surface models such as the works in [KHR02,AJS07,AGB04]. Sketch-based interfaces have also been applied to distance fields combined with mesh subdivision techniques [MCCH99,HI03], as well as to hierarchical implicit models [SWL05] and to convolution implicit surfaces [TZF04,BPCL08].

In terms of surface reconstruction techniques, most related to our work are techniques presented in [KRH02,AJS07], derived from classical-interpolation theory by Duchon [Duc77] and subsequently introduced in graphics by Turk and O’Brien [TO99]. In these works, the creation of artificial offset-points is required to properly fit an implicit surface from a given set of points and normals. A recent approach proposed in [MGV09] reconstructs implicit from points and normals, based on a generalized interpolation framework, and exhibits increased robustness for coarse and nonuniform samplings, as well as to close-sheets without the need of artificial offsets. The key ingredient to this method is the treatment of normals as hard-constraints on the gradient field of the fitted implicit function. In [MGV09], the authors introduce a representation suitable for SBM of implicit surfaces built upon the works of Macêdo et al. [MGV09] and Duchon [Duc77], which combines the advantages of Hermite reconstruction of surfaces and the variational characteristic of those representations based on Duchon’s work, most notably, the ability to extrapolate the surfaces well on void regions, thus filling unsampled areas.

3. Variational HRBF Implicits

Recently introduced by Macêdo et al. in [MGV09], HRBF Implicits provide a powerful tool to reconstruct implicitly-defined surfaces from points and normals. The authors present a theoretical framework for generalized interpolation with radial basis functions and specialize their results to first-order Hermite interpolation, which they subsequently employ to recover implicit surfaces passing through prescribed points with corresponding given normals.

We decided to investigate the use of their technique with SBM systems for implicit surfaces. We were motivated by the quality reconstructions they obtain from coarse and nonuniform samplings. This is especially important when compared to the offset-based methods often employed in sketch-based implicit modeling systems. Although we obtained good results in our experiments, the sparsity and coarseness of the strokes’ curves rendered pointless the use of compactly-supported functions, and their associated radius parameter, since their main advantage lies in exploiting sparsity of the interpolation linear system when dealing with large datasets. This structure could not be exploited since the radius had to be taken large enough to compensate for the large areas not covered by the sparse set of strokes.

These shortcomings motivated us to look for alternatives which better exploited the structure of our application: sparsely-drawn strokes leading to small- to medium-sized datasets with large unsampled areas. We found an answer to these issues in Duchon’s seminal paper [Duc77], which contains derivations analogous to those in [MGV09] for a particular class of function spaces. It is noteworthy that, even though the classical-interpolation part of Duchon’s work has influenced the offset-based methods used for variational implicit modeling today, we focus on his Hermite interpolation result and introduce Variational HRBF Implicits.

In the following, we provide a brief description of the Variational HRBF Implicits interpolant and its key properties which motivated its use for SBM of implicit surfaces.

3.1. Description

Macêdo et al. [MGV09] posed the problem of reconstructing an implicit surface from points \( \{x_j\}_{j=1}^N \subset \mathbb{R}^3 \) and normals \( \{n_j\}_{j=1}^N \subset \mathbb{S}^2 \) as a Hermite interpolation problem, in which a function \( f : \mathbb{R}^3 \to \mathbb{R} \) was sought such that \( f(x') = 0 \) and \( \nabla f(x') = n_j \), for each \( j = 1, \ldots, N \). The authors presented a framework which allowed them to derive a concrete form for such an interpolant, which they named HRBF Implicit, upon the specification of a radial basis function \( \psi : \mathbb{R}^3 \to \mathbb{R} \).

The variational Hermite interpolant deduced by Duchon in [Duc77] has essentially the same form of a HRBF Implicit with \( \psi(x) = \|x\|^3 \), differing only by an additional low-degree polynomial term which comes accompanied by additional conditions to ensure well-posedness of the interpolation problem. It should be noted that this RBF does not
provide the concrete form of a Variational HRBF Implicit, we named this representation a Variational HRBF Implicit.

For the sake of completeness and ease of reference, we provide the concrete form of a Variational HRBF Implicit,

\[ f(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left( \alpha_j \|x - x'\|^3 - 3\langle \beta^j, x - x' \rangle \|x - x'\| \right) + \langle a, x \rangle + b. \]

with coefficients \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_N, b \in \mathbb{R} \) and \( \beta^1, \ldots, \beta^N, a \in \mathbb{R}^3 \). These coefficients can be uniquely determined by enforcing the Hermite interpolation conditions above along with

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{N} \alpha_j = 0, \quad \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left\{ \alpha_j x_j + \beta^j \right\} = 0 \]

as long as the \( x' \) are pairwise-distinct (a mild assumption). This implies that we can find an implicitly-defined surface passing through given points with prescribed normals just by solving a symmetric indefinite system of linear equations on the Variational HRBF Implicit’s coefficients. In the following, we discuss the salient properties of this representation which are relevant for sketch-based implicit modeling. Later, we discuss some computational aspects of the numerical solution of our interpolation systems.

3.2. Variational HRBF for sketch-based modeling

The Variational HRBF Implicit representation has a number of interesting properties, either verifiable through theoretical arguments or indicated by experimentation, most notably:

Energy-minimizing Hermite interpolation. Duchon’s deductions, which resulted in the variational Hermite interpolant, sought a function minimizing an energy measure on its derivatives under the pointwise Hermite interpolation constraints. This energy-minimizing property on the function’s derivatives induces an interpolant which penalizes spurious oscillations, thus producing well behaved surfaces obeying both point and normal constraints from the strokes.

Invariance under geometric similarities. It can be shown that the implicit surface recovered as a Variational HRBF Implicit is invariant to geometric similarity transformations on the input samples. Intuitively this means that the shape of the reconstructed surface is the same, no matter how we consistently move, rotate, reflect or uniformly scale the input samples. Even though this property is obviously desirable in any method, many of them cannot provide such a guarantee.

Parameter-free. The Variational HRBF Implicit interpolant does not depend on any kind of support-radius or normal-offset parameters usually required by current RBF-based representations.

Smoothness. It is guaranteed that the implicit function computed is globally \( C^1 \), is infinitely differentiable in the whole domain but the sample positions, and has bounded Hessian near the interpolated points. This property allows suitable estimation of differential quantities such as normals, curvatures and principal directions at regular points.

Robustness under sparse samplings. Since the recovered implicit function’s gradient interpolates the unit normals provided along with the input points, it behaves robustly in their vicinity even under nonuniform and coarse samplings, while extrapolating the reconstructed surface well over large unsampled regions. This observed property is one of the main reasons Variational HRBF Implicit provides a powerful representation for SBM of implicit surfaces.

Well-behavior near close-sheets. By directly interpolating normals with the implicit function’s gradient, the HRBF surface reconstruction can deal with close-sheets, which usually pose a difficulty for offset-based schemes.

Linear fitting. In order to fit a Variational HRBF Implicit from given points and normals, all that is required is to solve a symmetric indefinite linear system on \( 4N + 4 \) unknowns.
As we discuss later, this can be accomplished by employing off-the-shelf linear algebra packages.

**General data.** To ensure well-posedness of the Hermite interpolation process and the invertibility of the associated linear system, the only and mild requirement on the dataset is that the input points need to be pairwise-distinct.

**Linear reproduction.** If the data is sampled from an affine function (defining a hyperplane), the recovery is exact. Intuitively, the interpolant approximates the data as well as it can by an affine function then corrects the errors with the HRBF-expansion.

After describing our basic surface representation, we now proceed with its actual use in our proof-of-concept sketch-based implicit surface modeling system.

### 4. Modeling pipeline

Our pipeline is divided in two main steps. First, as preprocessing step, we handle the user input strokes and process them to create samples (points and normals) in $\mathbb{R}^3$ space. We then use a Hermite RBF fitter to obtain our final implicit surface.

#### 4.1. Sketch preprocessing

The process starts from a blank canvas, where the user sketches the curves for defining the final model. These curves are labeled as one of the sketch-based operators (Sections 3.4.2, 6) related version of the original drawing plane $\Pi_d$, allowing the user to flip its normal.

#### 4.2. Fitting Variational HRBF Implicits

To compute the coefficients of a Variational HRBF Implicit, we need to solve a symmetric indefinite system of linear equations with $4N + 4$ unknowns. Relying on the quality reconstructions obtained from very sparse samplings, we employ LAPACK’s dense linear algebra subroutines [LAP10] to perform the fitting computations.

We performed experiments with three basic strategies available in LAPACK for solving the Variational Hermite RBF interpolation system: a LU solver for general square systems.
matrices (\texttt{xGESV}), a \textit{LDLT}-based solver for symmetric indefinite systems (\texttt{xSYSV}) and a version of this last routine for matrices stored in packed form (\texttt{xSPSY}). Our experiments compared which solver would be more appropriate to compute the HRBF’s coefficients in our SBM system. We assessed three basic aspects: performance, memory requirements and computational stability. We concluded that the full \textit{LDLT} solver \texttt{xSYSV} provided the best trade-offs among these three aspects.

5. Rendering approach

In our work, the resulting implicit models are rendered using a simplified version of the technique presented in [VMC∗10]. This method was designed to depict shape and tone for surfaces represented as HRBF Implicits by relying on a few basic geometric operations to place and modulate the tone of point-based (stippling) primitives. To keep the modeling sessions interactive, we use coarse samplings to feed our stippling renderer to achieve fast visualization previews of the implicit surfaces. Figure 2(c) shows a typical model preview computed after a 5s-long preprocessing to place 4K points. If a higher quality depiction of the modeled surface is desired, the user can incrementally refine the stippling. A very useful feature of this technique is its ability to depict hidden structures in the surface, providing the user a good perception of occluded regions of the model as well as the spatial relations between the final shape of the model and the strokes being sketched. Figure 2(d) shows a frame from a simple final rendering computed after preprocessing 100K primitives for about 5min.

6. Sketch-based modeling operators

In this section, we present a set of SBM operators to create and test a variety of implicit objects modeled using our Variational HRBF scheme. The design of these SBM operators were inspired by traditional techniques and tools used by artists and illustrators [And06].

6.1. Contouring

To outline the exterior and interior contours of a model, the user has two different options: incomplete and complete contours (Figure 4). The first one is used to suggest the contour of the model using a few number of open curves [And06]. The second one is used to define the entire contour of the model using closed curves. In both operators, the drawing direction defines the sample normals. This allows the user to define either exterior or interior contours (i.e holes) by drawing clockwise or counterclockwise, respectively.

6.2. Inflation

There are many ambiguities in how to inflate a model with only coplanar samples [KH06]. After the user delimits the overall shape contour, its inflation can be controlled by using two classes of curves: \textit{kneading} and \textit{cross-editing}.

Kneading curves allows to freely mold regions across the model. This operator is inspired by traditional kneaded erasers made of pliable material that can be shaped by hand. By using this operator the user has additional control on the inflation of the model (Figure 5), most notably when combined with the cross-editing operator (Figure 6).

Cross-editing curves define the profiles of the final model. These curves are built in two steps: first the user draws a path over \( \Pi_d \) and then defines the profiles of the curves. Each path is associated with two curves defining the top and bottom regions in relation to the drawing plane. These paths represent the projection of the final 3D curve on the drawing plane. Our system provides the users two options to define these profiles. The first option automatically creates two semicircles while the second one allows the user to define a profile by sketching it on an auxiliary canvas. Cross-editing curves can be used to define either linear (Figure 7(a)) or free-form cross-sections (Figure 7(b)).
Figure 6: Combining different kinds of inflation: (a) sketched curves defining the external contour (green), cross-editing (blue) and kneading (red); (b), (c) and (d) final models with different levels of kneading.

Figure 7: Using the cross-editing curves to define the inflation: (a) cross-section paths, with left and right curves for the default and free-form profiles, respectively; (b) free-form paths, both curves using free-form sketched profiles.

6.3. Oversketching

The oversketching operator is applied over contour curves and it is organized in two classes. The first class corresponds to a correction or augmentation to a single curve (Figure 8(a)). The user draws a new curve $S$ near an existing curve $C$ to be modified; $S(0)$ and $S(1)$ are then projected onto the line $C$ to define two pieces of $C$ between these two projected points, one of which will be replaced by $S$. The ambiguity on which piece will be replaced is solved by simply enforcing coherence on the orientation of the final curve. The second class of oversketching operator allows to merge two existing curves (Figure 8(b)). The user initially selects these two curves, $C_1$ and $C_2$, to be merged and then draw two paths, $P_1$ and $P_2$. Next, $P_1(0)$ and $P_2(0)$ are both projected onto $C_1$, while $P_1(1)$ and $P_2(1)$ onto $C_2$. The curve segments between those points are eliminated and the new curve is built by ‘gluing’ $C_1$, $P_1$, $C_2$ and, $P_2$. For this class of operator, the ambiguities are solved by both the orientation criterion used for the first class of oversketching operator and the order in which the paths are drawn.

7. Results and discussion

Our SBM techniques successfully model Variational HRBF Implicit surfaces by interpolating the sketched curves, thus preserving the intended shape to be modeled. All the results were generated on a 2.66 GHz Intel Xeon W3520, with 4 gigabytes of RAM and an OpenGL/nVIDIA Quadro FX 3800 graphics card. The user sketches directly on a Wacom Cintiq interactive pen display. All input strokes preprocessing, Variational HRBF surface fitting, and run-time rendering were computed on the CPU only.

Results were generated for a variety of shapes and objects, sketched by users with different drawing abilities. We observed that the overall modeling time (from the initial input
strokes to the finished model) took around 15 minutes. As expected more samples result in more complex Variational HRBF computations. However, we observed that these computations took less than 5 seconds. Our approach produces promising results requiring few strokes from the user to construct a model while preserving the intended shape. We evaluated our results by observing the timings for the overall modeling stages and the quality of the final model.

Figures 4 to 8 show examples of each of our sketch-based modeling operators. Figure 2 shows the result of modeling a simple mug. The user sketched 17 strokes (including cross-editing and oversketching curves), resulting in 720 samples, fitted in less than 2 seconds. The overall modeling (from initial strokes to finished model) took 12 minutes. Figures 1 and 10 show the result of sketching directly over a reference image to reconstruct its 3D shape. For the rhinocerus head (Figure 1), 11 strokes were sketched, resulting in 490 samples, fitted in less than 1 second. The overall modeling took 9 minutes. For the rubber duck model (Figure 10), the user sketched 19 strokes, resulting in 989 samples, fitted in less than 3 seconds. The overall modeling took around 14 minutes. Figure 9 shows the result of modeling a terrain in 22 strokes, 838 samples, fitted in less than 3 seconds. The overall modeling took about 16 minutes.

8. Conclusion and future work

In this work, we introduced a representation for variational implicit surfaces suitable for sketch-based modeling. This representation retains the good properties of the currently used techniques for variational implicit surfaces while additionally being more robust to the sparse and coarse samplings resulting from sketch modeling sessions even in the presence of close-sheets. Moreover, the representation does not depend on artificial parameters commonly found in other RBF-based methods, e.g. offsets and support-radii.

We employ this representation as the basis for a proof-of-concept sketch-based modeling system for which we introduce a small, albeit powerful, set of simple modeling operators for contouring, cross-editing, kneading, oversketching and also merging different parts of a model.

There are still many avenues for improvement and further investigation. On the modeling side, we plan to extend the language and operators to support more complex edition tasks as well as specific application-domains. Also, there is the need for a systematic usability evaluation in order to assess the language and operators and point directions to enhance them as well as our system’s user interface.

On the technical side, we are currently investigating methods to increase the scalability of the surface reconstruction and optimize the evaluations of the implicit function. Most notably, we had some encouraging preliminary results generalizing the work of Beatson et al. [BLB01] for our first-order Hermite interpolation problem.

Figure 9: Modeling a terrain: construction curves, silhouettes and stippling.
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Figure 10: Modeling a rubber duck: (a) reference photograph, (b) input strokes sketched directly over the photograph, (c) 3D construction curves with normals and (d) stipple rendering of the final model.